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Dear Educator,
Research shows that the best readers read the most and the poorest readers read the least. 
Sounds intuitive, right? Yet the difference is not just about quantity, it’s about the quality of the 
texts and the student’s ability to read and comprehend those texts.

That’s why Scholastic has created D3 Libraries. We work directly with districts to create 
dynamic, data-driven libraries for every classroom, personalizing the selection of books to  
the specific needs of every student.

We start by looking at every student’s leveling data, district-wide (using Lexile®, Guided 
Reading or DRA leveling systems), to provide titles that specifically match the needs of 
individual students. From there, we customize classroom libraries to cover a range of text 
types, genres, and subject matter that fit the academic framework of your district.

Our goal is to create a higher degree of relevance and engagement, instilling a love of reading 
that can last a lifetime. With D3 Libraries’ best selection of texts, every student’s reading  
trajectory continues throughout the year—and can even continue at home and  
during the summer! 

We welcome the opportunity to partner with you and your schools  
to reach our most important goal: helping each and every student  
experience the rich life of reading. 

Sincerely,

Scholastic  
Classroom Books

“Access to an abundance of books within the  
classroom results in increased motivation  

and increased reading achievement.”
Kelley & Clausen-Grace, 2010;  Worthy & Roser, 2010; Guthrie, 2008; Routman, 2003.
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The texts students encounter once they graduate, like 
leases or tax forms, are often at a surprisingly high 

Lexile® level. Starting in kindergarten, moving students 
through increasingly complex texts becomes more 
effective when they have a variety of engaging books  
at their levels and interests to choose from.

Avid reading leads to success  
in school and in life.

700 900 1000 1100 1200 1300–1500

Crib Assembly Instructions 1120

W4 Tax Form 1260

Student Loan Application 1270

Insurance Benefit Package 1280

Mortgage Application 1360

Safety Seat Directions 1170

Standard Apartment Lease 1080

Life Text Demands by Lexile® Level*

On-the-Job Text Demands by Lexile® Level*

700 900 1000 1100 1200 1300–1500

Receptionist 1180

Car Mechanic 1300

Teacher 1350

Nurse 1400

Lawyer 1480

Video Game Designer 1280

Construction Worker 1080

Fast Food Manager 1050

*Approximate Lexile® levels.
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D3 Libraries are:

•  Data-driven curated classroom libraries 
of independent reading texts.

•  Scholastic’s best books across multiple 
genres and text types. 

•   Personalized reading trajectories for 
every student.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

A minimum of 1,000 books in good condition

A wide range of reading levels and a rich variety of genres

30% recently published titles

40% (K–3) should be nonfiction, increasing to  
50-70% (Grades 4–12)

At least 10% reference books 

15% culturally responsive titles 

8–12 new books every year per student

Multiple copies of popular titles and text sets

Complete research foundation can be found at scholastic.com/classroombooks/research.

What does an effective classroom library need?

HELP YOUR SHELF!
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A diverse selection of titles tailored to the 
dynamic makeup of your students.

Imagine giving the same set of reading choices  
to every 5th grade class across the country.  
Would those books resonate? Would every  
student be interested in the same titles  
and topics?

We tailor reading choices to each classroom  
by considering multiple factors and data points  
to create a diverse, high-interest library.

It’s not a one-size-fits all approach. It’s a  
one-size-fits each student approach.

D3 Libraries are customized based on:

✔ Lexile®, Guided Reading, or DRA Levels
✔  Existing inventory and curriculum 
✔  Student populations and  

interests

Spanish  
Titles

Culturally  
Responsive

Real  
World  
Skills

Social Studies

Science

Series

Popular Fiction

Geography

HELP YOUR SHELF!
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How D3 Libraries work.

Response to Reading 
Writing Journals 

Personal journals where 
students react to text and 
reflect on their reading, 
featuring guiding questions 
and a recording log.

Overview Guide for  
Independent Reading

An indispensable  
reference for  

every teacher to  
optimize independent  

reading time.

D3 Libraries include Scholastic services to create libraries 
tailored to your district. We are with you every step of the way.  
Here’s how it works:

Evaluate current  
classroom libraries
Choose genres, titles, and text types that fit your 
district’s needs and academic framework. Then use the 
free Book Wizard app or Evaluation Protocol to  
conduct an inventory check and ensure  
minimal title overlap.

            Assess
The first step is assessing every student to identify their specific 

needs. Using student Lexile®, DRA, or Guided Reading leveling 
information, we analyze the data and the unique needs of your 

district to curate dynamic classroom libraries. 

Unpack your customized 
D3 Libraries that include 
Instructional Resources.
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Track progress with TrackIt!  
As students read throughout the year they can track 
their own reading progress and record every minute 
they spend reading. Teachers, administrators, and 
parents can monitor students’ time on task.

Bring the best practices of independent 
reading into your classrooms and equip 

teachers with indispensable skills to  
build confident and avid readers. 

Refresh D3 Libraries  
every year!
D3 Libraries can be renewed as students make their way through  
every grade, meeting and surpassing their personal and academic  
reading goals. We can also provide the best books to accelerate  
their reading trajectory, and prevent the summer slump with  
Take Home Books and MyBooks Summer.  

Choose from Scholastic bins, shelving,  
and labels to meet your classroom  
library needs.

Build custom  
storage tailored  

to your  
classroom

Engage in 
Professional Learning
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National Support Center
2315 Dean Street, Suite 600 

St. Charles, IL 60175
Phone: (800) 387-1437 

Fax: (877) 242-5865

We’re Ready to Help You

Personalized for Every Student!
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